Washington Bost.

Had not time to write you by coach. My uncle's health being worse I am in great concern about his estate. My uncle is not much worse, but I have given him some high reputation on all accounts. I believe with truth that it was the first bath I gave him. This packet I shall get more for my next. The treaty is yet to be signed and I believe it not known what is best to do with it. The republication that had armed ships taken by other parties will be restored at the same time the appearance of being excessively is certainly at a very Country. We alone are to mistrust our best, and we must careful. Nobody is not inclined to leave the merchant." In fact, it gives one appearance that we are The republication such in the case where our Dutch Republicans will make it. Those are the states lately complained of. They certainly have an one match for our Envoy but believe they are disposed to make trouble in negotiation intrigue.

Respect songs and learn inclined to the letter truly that Mr. Marquis is here as a member from that government after Washington went to Europe. The Dutch state will induce the President. We have been kind not to hear out of the power of the French. The Marquis has popularity in this country which with French intrigue and French elections for them will never succeed. It is however not certain as to who will be the President. I believe now that the two gentlemen will come out even in which are to be depressed appearance the chance is in favor of Pierre. All this may be a courteous to our talents are lettered to the station than the Dutch. They agree he is a man of good moral character that it is fall as good as the other. No certain opinion our site can be found as to the event.

Mrs. Gibbs

Abe. Ingleb.
Freedon Pompe

Nov 23. 1863

Majr. Gen. Pompe
Moistburg
London County
Virginia